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By William F. Messner

The story of General John Wolcott Phelps of Guilford, Vermont, occupies a small and generally unnoticed place in the social history of nineteenth century America. Born in Windham County, Vermont, in 1813, Phelps labored in relative obscurity as a career army officer prior to the Civil War. During the war his determined stance on slavery and the treatment of blacks, which went beyond political realities and even contrary to direct orders, made him a general nuisance to his superior officers and to President Lincoln. Phelps emerged from the Civil War an embittered and increasingly eccentric reformer and social critic until his death in 1884. During his lifetime he enjoyed only two brief periods of public attention: the first as a result of his conflict with the Lincoln administration in 1862 over the emancipation of Southern blacks, and the second stemming from his presidential campaign in 1880 as a third party candidate.¹

Despite Phelps' lack of notoriety, his career illustrates the persistence of a conservative mode of thought in nineteenth century American reform movements. Phelps' Vermont background provided him with the foundation for his conservative outlook, and the rapid social and economic change which marked his home state and nation deepened and confirmed his conservative critique of American society. Passionately devoted to the conservative dream of an orderly, disciplined, hierarchical society, Phelps' life brings into sharp focus the fears which impelled many nineteenth century Americans to espouse a variety of reform movements designed to recapture an earlier and more stable time in the nation's history.²

The town of Guilford, Vermont, where Phelps began life in 1813 provided, in Phelps' own estimate, "the cradle of my own personal existence,"
as well as the wellspring of his conservative world view. An area of small farms in the early nineteenth century, the southern Vermont towns in the Connecticut River Valley had originally been settled a half century earlier by rather conservative Congregationalists from Connecticut and Massachusetts. Phelps' dogged conservatism had a stubborn, cantankerous quality which may have also been a throwback to his family inheritance. Charles Phelps, the general's great-grandfather and the state's first lawyer, and his sons, became the leading citizens in the southeastern corner of Vermont. Old Charles Phelps and his followers steadily fought the Vermont independence movement and twice led outbreaks of armed resistance in the 1780's. The old man would not compromise even in the face of overwhelming odds.

Over the next fifty years the twin polarities of Congregationalism and Federalism shaped the life of this area of Vermont, set apart physically from the remainder of Vermont by the hills and mountains to the north and west. Although Vermont as a whole began a steady drift away from both Federalism and Congregationalism by 1800, Windham County remained staunchly conservative by comparison. Bitter controversies within Vermont over the War of 1812 only served to intensify regional differences, and by the end of the war the southeast alone supported the separatist call for the Hartford Convention espoused by other New England conservatives. Vermont's failure to send delegates to Hartford reflected the decline in statewide conservative sentiment and gave clear evidence of the isolation which conservatives in the southeast would experience throughout the remainder of the century.

Within this conservative milieu of Windham County John Wolcott Phelps grew to manhood. Guilford, the most populous town in Vermont in 1791, had already begun to suffer the steady exodus which plagued many of the state's rural communities throughout much of the nineteenth century. His father, a prominent lawyer, held a variety of local and state offices over a long public career, curiously supported the Republican Party, and as a state legislator supported the War of 1812 and opposed Vermont participation in the Hartford Convention. The youngest of eight children, John Wolcott's political sentiments developed along lines more consistent with those of his home region and his great-grandfather than of his father. By the age of nineteen, after completing his elementary education in the schools of Guilford and nearby Brattleboro, young John had sharpened an intellect almost astonishing in its breadth of interest and a conservative ideology which he would continue to build upon, but never deviate from, for the next half century.

In the summer of 1832 John W. Phelps enrolled in the United States Military Academy at West Point. Although Phelps never commented directly upon the precise factors which caused him to choose a career in
the United States Army, his perception of the military combined with the general image of the career army officer which pervaded New England during the Jeffersonian period suggest his motivation. During the Federalist period, the idea of “the military-leader-as-a-patrician” came to dominate the American mind. Americans held a romantic view of the typical army officer as a refined and intelligent military tactician, pure in morals, republican in political outlook, and above all a preeminent example of the American “natural aristocracy.” Despite attacks by Jacksonians and others who derided this image as undemocratic, the patrician model of the military gentlemen continued to dominate the American mind until the post-Civil war period. With young Phelps’ conservative background and bias, the patrician image of the army officer may have proved enormously appealing to him. In later years, clearly disillusioned and after having twice resigned from the military, he could still declare that “the army, in all countries, is the highest standard of honor among men. The nature of an army is that subordinates must always seek and desire the approval of their superiors, in the line of their duty.”

Manliness, deference, and a devotion to the fundamental institutions of society characterized an army officer in Phelps’ mind.

The first segment of Phelps’ career in the regular army, which extended from 1836 to 1859, followed a typical pattern of an American army officer during the second quarter of the nineteenth century. He spent his first four years of military service at West Point preparing himself for the engineering and other technical demands which would occupy the majority of his time for the next twenty-four years. During his West Point days Phelps realized that the image of the military which he had constructed did not coincide with the reality of army life. As a plebe, he complained to his family of the drunkenness and whoring prevalent among the cadets, but he reserved his most vocal criticism for the “disrespect for religion and disregard for the Sabbath” which he found rampant among his classmates. Despite these criticisms, Phelps persevered through four years at West Point and in 1836 received a commission as a second lieutenant and an assignment to the Fourth Artillery of the U.S. Army. The next ten years the young lieutenant served at a succession of military posts in Florida, Michigan, and Pennsylvania. With the outbreak of hostilities in Mexico, the Fourth Artillery joined the army of General Winfield Scott in its successful assault on Mexico City. At the end of the war Phelps received a promotion to captain in recognition of the gallantry which he had exhibited in several engagements. For the next five years Captain Phelps served along the Mexican border and took an active role in resisting several filibustering expeditions engaged in by Texans intent upon seizing hold of additional slave territory for the South. After a year in Virginia at For-
tress Monroe, Phelps culminated his regular army career by taking part in the expedition against the Mormons in Utah from 1857 to 1859. With the end of the Mormon campaign, Phelps resigned his commission in the army after twenty-four years of an unnotable career and returned to the Connecticut River valley of Vermont.  

During his years in the army his conservative philosophy, the seeds of which had been planted during his youth in Vermont, began to flower. An inveterate writer, Phelps' developing conservative thought emerges in his correspondence, diaries, and the numerous essays which he penned during long hours at military posts. His belief that the nation's greatest strength resided in its republican traditions formed the central theme of his thinking. The framers of the American constitution had, he believed, carefully structured a political system in which the electorate had initially selected as its representatives those men best fit for positions of leadership. Such men came from the wisest and best educated among the nation's citizenry, and the electorate naturally deferred to their rule. Guided by the precepts of Christian morality, this ruling elite exercised its powers in such a way as to insure both national well-being and social stability. Although these leaders stood at the center of the political processes, Phelps placed them above mere partisan politics as men who governed their decisions by moral, rather than political, considerations. "A well educated man," Phelps confided to his diary, "humane and polished by intercourse with elegant society can govern the uneducated, the unpolished and unrefined with perfect leniency and justice and probably would do so while the rule of an uncultivated man would be tyranny to a large portion of the people of the country."  

But good men in positions of authority did not, in the opinion of John Phelps, guarantee good government. Rather, the true worth of a republic ultimately rested upon the virtue of its people, and in his view a virtuous citizenry was synonymous with a society shaped by the precepts of the Protestant Church and the New England school room. These institutions insured the perpetuation of the American republic, for they produced a moral and disciplined people, and throughout his life Phelps placed a particular emphasis upon the necessity of training youth in proper modes of good conduct. "Good manners are peculiarly essential to a self-governing people," he wrote after the Civil War, "for they are the very first elements of such government. They are out-works, as it were, that serve as additional security for the observance of laws." In Phelps' mind the principles of "urbanity, politeness or good breeding" were extremely important for they, rather than the military or police power, stood as a final defense against the reversion of the people to their baser, antisocial instincts. This conservative philosophy was borrowed from the Federalists, particularly
that branch of the party which had labelled itself the "old federalists." Although Phelps abhorred partisan politics, he used this same term to describe his own political tendencies almost fifty years after the demise of the Federalist Party.\textsuperscript{14}

By the early 1850s Phelps' conservative outlook had led him to become disillusioned with the army and more broadly with the American democratic social order. For many army officers of the pre-Civil War period the tedious rounds of garrison and fatigue duty of the frontier army, coupled with low pay and slow advancement, led to a sense of frustration. For a man of Phelps' intellectual sensibilities these irritants became doubly annoying. In order to dispel the boredom of army life, Phelps read widely in European and ancient history, wrote poetry and topical essays, and delved extensively into the sciences of botany and meteorology.\textsuperscript{15} But even these intellectual pursuits could not dispel his growing unhappiness with a career which consistently failed to measure up to the patrician model he expected. Convinced that in a republic the leadership of the army as well as the government should rest with an educated elite, Phelps became increasingly disgruntled that others less qualified received positions ahead of him. He acidly inscribed in his diary during the Mexican War that "when Democracy has arrived at such a depth as to prefer professional gamesters and boxers above men of education, refinement, moral worth and experience in their profession, it has reached that extreme where it meets with, and in nothing differs from, the tyranny of the Turkish despot who, in the whim of the moment, elevates some barber or coal-heaver to the grand visership."\textsuperscript{16} Finally in 1859 he quit the army in disgust after a quarter century of service, convinced that to serve any longer as a mere captain would only further insult his integrity.\textsuperscript{17}

Phelps' resignation from the military went much deeper than his failure to secure a promotion. The Vermont captain had become increasingly alienated from his fellow officers and the military hierarchy. Southern officers showed little appreciation for the Vermonter's energetic suppression of filibustering expeditions. Unable to relate to these officers, Phelps withdrew completely from social interaction with most of his colleagues and all native Texans during his service on the Mexican border, and he continued this pattern of isolation during the Utah expedition. His service against the Mormons heightened his disdain for the military establishment which he believed to be dominated by those devoted to pacifying the South. The failure of the Buchanan administration to eradicate Mormonism, which he labelled "a horrid, deathly, clammy fungus of despotism," confirmed his opinion that "our military service has ceased to have any national character; it is governed by a spirit of clique, party and faction and made use of too low political ends."\textsuperscript{18}
One of Phelps' detailed drawings and descriptions of flora in Florida made during his tour of duty there in the late 1830s. It demonstrated a trained and curious mind and considerable artistic talent. Courtesy New York Public Library.
Returning home to Vermont in 1859, Phelps observed developments in his home state which gave him little confidence in the possibility of attaining the stable republican social order which he valued so highly. Even in Windham County Phelps perceived the quickening pace of change, a pace which had accelerated in the captain's twenty-seven year absence. The transformations of Vermont's agricultural economy, the development of factories, and the growing network of the railroad had resulted in the dismantling of old customs, orthodoxies and privileges. Change was particularly evident in Guilford, where the population by 1860 had declined by fifty percent. Faced with change at every hand, Phelps stood ready to do battle with those forces he identified as being responsible for decline. 19

Although at one time or another Phelps attributed the national decline to a myriad of causes ranging from labor agitators to European radicals, he most consistently focused his attention on the destabilizing influence of democracy and the attendant mania of Americans for material gain. With the idealized view of the past which so often inhabits the thinking of conservatives, Phelps held that the United States, once a nation which had governed its affairs within a framework of a deferential republican model, had evolved into a mere democracy in which education and good breeding stood for very little and in which every man was considered capable of administering governmental affairs. Phelps abhorred this transformation, for he believed that the direct placement of political power into the hands of the masses signalled the end of republican government. 20 Even the virtuous citizenry on which Phelps thought a republic should base its ultimate strength should not hold the reins of power.

Proof of the destructive effects of democracy was all about, but nowhere were its debilitating effects clearer than in the moral debasement of American society which had occurred as a result of the relentless American pursuit of wealth. "It is money and not principle that has been put foremost in everything," Phelps wrote disgustedly in 1859, "and even in society at large, money has been made our leading motive until its coppery stain has sunk poisonously into our very souls." 21 Democracy accounted for this national disease, for under such a system "money is the great source of distinction and fount of honor; for, under the sway of democracy all other distinctions have become confounded and are comparatively worthless." 22 In such a social order the people gave little credence to the Federalist model of a natural aristocracy. Rather, Phelps sensed that within a democratic system education and learning would soon come to count for very little, and in the place of a natural aristocracy, a plutocracy of wealth would emerge to shape the masses to its greedy design. 23

Although Phelps believed in the emergence of plutocracy of wealth was national in scope, he saw this process clearly advance in the slave holding
South. Throughout the decade of the 1850s Phelps became increasingly virulent in his attacks on slavery and the expansion of slave power, and by 1861 he had convinced himself that only the destruction of slavery could ensure the perpetuation of republicanism. The Federalist tradition which identified the rise of the "peculiar institution" in the South with the development of an "unrestrained aristocracy" provided Phelps with a solid foundation for his dread of slavery. A half-century before, New England Federalists had maintained that while Jeffersonian Democrats gave lip service to the ideals of popular government, that party, based in the South, was in the process of constructing a social order which relied upon the oppression of both whites and blacks for the economic well-being of a slave-based aristocracy.24 Such a thesis appealed to a man of Phelps' world view, for by attacking slavery, he also struck out at the materialism and corruption of a society upon which the slave power had based its ascendance. Slavery, with its emphasis upon the exploitation of labor for the sake of a monied aristocracy, ran counter to Phelps' belief in the construction of a harmonious and stable social order and served as a convenient target for venting his frustrations concerning the decline of American republicanism.

Although the roots of Phelps' anti-slavery feeling ran deep into his New England heritage, his antipathy toward the "peculiar institution" lay dormant until the 1850s. Prior to this time, although the Vermonter equated slavery with the practices of the "pagan Romans," he declined to become an active participant in the anti-slavery movement, and instead supported efforts to placate sectional antagonisms. An example of Phelps' moderation regarding the issue of slavery occurred in 1850 with the passage of the personal liberty law by the Vermont state legislature. Perennially in the vanguard of anti-slavery sentiment, Vermont became the first state to enact a personal liberty law after the passage of the Fugitive Slave Act of 1850. The law provided slaves with a jury trial, the right of habeus corpus, defense counsel, and state payment of all legal fees.25 Reacting to this attack upon law and order, Phelps labelled the legislature's action as "low, mean, and underhanded," and counseled moderation as the most effective mode for doing away with slavery.26 By the end of 1851, however, the Vermont captain had effectively transformed himself into a staunch opponent of slavery and an advocate of its immediate abolition. Central to Phelps' transformation was his involvement while stationed at Fort Brown, Texas, in suppressing several filibustering expeditions. These expeditions, he shortly thereafter explained, were efforts by the South to annex more slave states in order that "the stain and disgrace of slavery might be made more tolerable by giving it the respectability of a majority."27 As Phelps' discontent with army life
increased, so did his criticism of the South and slavery; and by 1858, shortly before his resignation from the army, he described the rising sectional agitation as "a running sore on the body politic—the slave disease broken out and worms wriggling in its rotteness." 28

With the firing on Fort Sumter in April of 1861, the federal government provided John Phelps with the opportunity for translating his anti-slavery thought into action, and early the following month he reentered the military as Colonel of the First Vermont Infantry Regiment. Having resigned from the army two years earlier out of frustration and disapproval with a government which he believed increasingly dominated by slaveholders, foreigners, and democrats, Phelps returned to the army with the outbreak of the Civil War determined "that there should be some fixed stable and ruling power, or we should soon fall into anarchy." 29 Phelps went with the First Vermont and took possession of Newport News, Virginia, a position which they held for the next five months. During this period the Vermont Colonel began to give indications that his command might be somewhat out of the ordinary. As a commanding officer, Phelps lived in a most Spartan style and quickly won the admiration of his troops for his fairness and lack of pretention. Among his fellow officers, however, resentment against Phelps quickly began to build as a result of both his plebian manner and his violent anti-slavery views which he made no attempt to hide. 30 The belief that the Vermonter was "not in his right mind" gained added substantiation when Phelps refused a brevet promotion to the rank of brigadier-general and only relented a few months later when he received a command in the Gulf expedition. Such behavior on Phelps' part led to the view that the Vermont officer "had been accustomed . . . to live among his comrades in a lonely minority of one; respected, it is true, and beloved, but beloved rather as a noble lunatic than a wise and noble man." 31

If Phelps' eccentric behavior in Virginia had not convinced his military colleagues of his "lunacy," the new brigadier-general's anti-slavery rhetoric and actions in the Southwest would soon confirm this notion. No sooner had Phelps arrived off the coast of Louisiana in December of 1861 in preparation for the Union assault on New Orleans than he drew attention to himself with his "Proclamation to the Loyal Citizens of the Southwest." Designed to elucidate "the motives and principles" by which Phelps would govern his command, the proclamation denounced the institution of slavery and advocated the spread of free labor throughout the Southwest. Declaring that "free labor is essential to free institutions," and republican institutions "are naturally better adapted and more congenial to the Anglo-Saxon race, than are the despotic tendencies of slavery," Phelps called for the abolition of the peculiar institution and the opening of the entire nation
to the invigorating winds of true republican rule. To allow slavery to endure, the General concluded, would be to restrict the constantly growing free labor population of the North to those areas devoid of slavery, which ultimately would result in growing class agitation and turmoil, and even national “discord and war.”

Reaction to the extraordinary proclamation was mixed. Many officers agreed with Admiral David D. Porter that “Phelps is a crazy man.” Most of Phelps’ troops apparently accepted his speech as just another eccentricity of their commander, although a few of the General’s commissioned officers resigned in disgust over his proclamation. Phelps’ commander, Major General Benjamin F. Butler, was impressed with the logic, if not the politics, of the proclamation. Disclaiming any prior knowledge of the document, he forwarded it to Washington with a notation calling attention “to its clear and businesslike statements.” Phelps himself gave little notice to the clamor which his proclamation had evoked. “The time has come when distinct lines must be drawn, and I am willing to set the example,” he declared soon after his address. “I wish neither to serve under or with men who favor a compromise, or any settlement of slavery short of its early abolition.”

The General soon received an opportunity to act on his rhetoric. Five months after delivering his much publicized address, he arrived in New Orleans with the victorious Union Army and took command of Camp Parapet in the suburb of Carrollton just north of the city. Phelps could have chosen no more propitious site to act on his anti-slavery beliefs, for all fugitive slaves attempting to enter New Orleans from the north naturally gravitated to his camp. The General did not let this opportunity pass. Opposed to army policy excluding blacks from Union lines, he decided to bring the issue to a head, even if it meant risking his own dismissal. By the early summer of 1862 Camp Parapet had become known as a haven for runaway slaves, and despite assurances from General Butler that their property rights would be protected, slaveowners found it impossible to retrieve their fugitive chattel from General Phelps. Even more alarming to white Louisianans was the fact that Phelps by July of 1862 had begun to group his fugitives into regiments. At the end of the month he had 300 black men under arms. By enlisting fugitive slaves Phelps embarked on a direct collision course with Benjamin Butler who had come to Louisiana in the summer of 1862 determined to build Unionist sentiment by placating those slaveholders who declared their loyalty to the Union. His letter to Butler in late July requesting provisions for his black troops precipitated a confrontation with his commander. As justification for enlisting slaves, Phelps argued that his program was “the best way of preventing the African from becoming instrumental in a general state of anar-
Butler reacted heatedly to his subordinate’s suggestion. He wrote to his wife that Phelps had “gone crazy . . . . He is mad as a March Hare on the ‘nigger question’.” Not even deigning to address himself to Phelps’ proposition, Butler directed his subordinate to employ the “contrabands” in cutting down the trees around his camp. Regarding Butler’s orders as an affront and unwilling to perform the functions of a “slavedriver,” Phelps tendered his resignation on August 2, and by the end of the summer he had returned home to Vermont.

Phelps’ controversy with the federal military hierarchy over the “contraband” question brought him a brief flurry of public notoriety. Both The Liberator and The National Anti-Slavery Standard lauded the General for his anti-slavery activities in Louisiana, and Wendell Phillips labelled Phelps as “the only abolitionist in the regular army.” Anxious to blunt the radical criticism which the Phelps situation had attracted, in February of 1863 Secretary of War Edwin M. Stanton offered Phelps a commission as major general in the newly formed United States Colored Infantry. Phelps, however, declined the offer, stating that he would only consider rejoining the war effort if the federal government admitted that “every slave State which had been admitted to our Union since the adoption of the Constitution, has been so admitted in violation of the Constitution.”

His declining Stanton’s offer was symptomatic of his disillusionment with the politics of the Lincoln administration. As early as 1864, Phelps wrote that “the government has let the mass of heterogeneous elements seethe and boil, without skimming, hoping that something democratic would come of it.” In a particularly vitriolic letter to Senator Charles Sumner of Massachusetts Phelps unburdened himself of his contempt for the government’s position. “The Constitution was framed for a homogeneous people,” he proclaimed, “for an American nation, and not for a conglomerate of beer-guzzling, Sunday-desecrating, infidel Germans, whiskey-drinking, pope-worshipping, governless Irishmen, idle, ease-loving Africans, and cunning, pagan Chinamen. The great fault of the war administration was the subordination of policy to the ignorance and superstition of the foreign elements, instead of the spirit and tenor of our American Constitution.” Phelps particularly objected to the acclaim which the public heaped upon politicians such as Lincoln and Andrew Johnson who had risen from humble origins to positions of power. To the general such toadying to the masses was simply antithetical to a republic which ruled itself not by a plutocracy of the rich or poor, but rather by a natural aristocracy of an educated elite.

By the time of Appomatox the conservative predilections of the man only recently hailed by radicals as “the abolitionist general” had led him to become a staunch opponent of black suffrage. Late in 1864 Phelps warned
Charles Sumner that "by extending the right of voting to the African we shall draw on our future safety and well-being to meet a present emergency." Phelps' opposition to black voting rights signalled his feelings concerning racial issues. The general believed that the former slaves could never be integrated into American society on a par with whites, and that any attempt to do so would result in bloodshed and racial warfare. Republican efforts at enfranchising blacks, in his view, placed a fearful strain on republican institutions already overburdened by the weight of white immigrants, and threatened to plunge the nation into democratic demagoguery and outright tyranny.

Convinced of the incompatibility of blacks and republican institutions, Phelps became a firm proponent of African colonization and spent the decade following the Civil War working to this end. In 1863 he began his active involvement in the colonization movement by framing legislation to establish a national college for training black leaders of a back-to-Africa movement and for the development of a packet line between Philadelphia and Liberia. At the conclusion of the war he became an active member of the American Colonization Society. He unsuccessfully pressured the Vermont legislature and Congress to subsidize a national colonization effort. Despite this failure, Phelps remained convinced that a wholesale colonization of blacks to Africa would not only secure republicanism at home, but also would serve to civilize and Christianize the African continent.

Although a firm opponent of black political rights, Phelps remained a staunch proponent of a strict, even harsh, reconstruction of the South. Much of his disillusionment with the Republican administrations of Presidents Lincoln and Johnson stemmed from what he perceived as their temporizing stance toward the South. Phelps' reconstruction tendencies, similar as they may have been to Republican radicals, originated instead from a conservative bias. He equated Southerners with "barbarians, as it might be inferred from the fact that a large portion of them consists of ignorant, degraded Africans, and the rest of perverted whites whose condition has been adapted to that of the Africans." Further, Southerners had been "educated to despotism - they have been taught to despise republicanism for thirty years; and it will take a long time, under strong military tutelage to turn them back upon their steps, and train them to republicanism." Given these sentiments, Phelps argued for the deportation of Confederate leaders, the military occupation of Southern states, and the establishment of a northern pattern of townships throughout the South.

Consistently conservative in his critique of Republican reconstruction, Phelps was disappointed in the drift of post war events. African coloniza-
tion failed to develop any significant momentum, black and white im-
migrants continued to make their presence felt on a national scale, and
the federal government allowed an unrepentant South to reclaim its place
in the Union. But Phelps found these only manifestations of a more fun-
damental national malaise, and he lamented the accelerating decline of
the hill country and single family farms which he associated with the tradi-
tional American values. Phelps perceived the change at every hand, par-
ticularly in southeastern Vermont. "I witnessed not only the death of an
old friend," he wrote shortly after attending a funeral in Guilford, "but
also the death of a town. I have seen and felt—deeply and sorrowfully
felt this dying out of an old, beautiful, patriarchal state of society, ever
since I have been here, now twenty years. . . . All my feelings and hopes
have been delusions." For Phelps the changes signalled the loss of public,
political responsibility, and a corresponding rise in private materialism
provided the most obvious signs of social deterioration. "Mammon-
worship," he declared, "has become the religion of the land," while "the
decay of public sentiment, as well as of religious sentiment, since the war,
is manifest."55

Utterly chagrined at the social deterioration which he saw all about,
by the mid-1870s the general became increasingly hostile to the various
"foreign" elements in American society which he held responsible for the
nation's ills. Phelps' nativist tendencies, evident as early as the 1840s, had
rooted and taken firm hold in the fears evinced by his Federalist forebears
regarding the polluting effects of French and Irish immigrants on the young
republic.56 During his years in the army he railed against "the stolid stupidi-
ty of the foreigners" who comprised the majority of the troops whom he
commanded on the frontier.57 At the other times he directed his prejudice
at groups such as Mormons, Mexicans, Jews, and others who did not meet
his criteria for inclusion in the virtuous citizenry of the American
republic.58 But despite Phelps' prejudices, until the Civil War he subor-
dinated his dislike for foreigners to his conservative critique of American
society. By the end of the war, however, Phelps had settled on the member-
ship of the Masonic Lodge as the cause of the nation's ills, and until his
death in 1885 he led a sad effort to alert the nation to the Masonic
conspiracy.

Phelps' choice of the Masons as a target for his frustration may appear
curious at first glance, but a clear path connected the general's conserva-
tive ideology and his descent into the paranoia of anti-Masonry. The
Federalist party had decried the influence of the Masonic Lodge which
it thought threatened the overthrow of early American political and religious
institutions. Phelps' home state of Vermont had proved fertile ground for
the anti-Masonic movement of the Jacksonian period.59 Phelps, exposed
at an early age to New England's anti-Masonic fervor, had found appealing the movement's simplistic explanation of the chaotic course of American history in terms of a conspiracy of secret societies. His uneasiness over the growth of bourgeois democracy, his concern for what he regarded as the demise of traditional American institutions, and his fear of the destabilizing effects of foreign elements on American life all joined in his discovery of a secret conspiracy of Masons responsible for the otherwise baffling state of the nation. Evidence of a conspiratorial mind set had been evident in Phelps' thinking regarding Mormons, Catholics, and slaveowners, and by the 1870s the general reverted to the prejudices of his Federalist forefathers in identifying a source of his, and the nation's, ills as the membership of the Masonic Lodge. Phelps' writings and actions during the last ten years of his life provide ample evidence of his anti-Masonic paranoia. In 1877 he charged that Masons had control of "the Church, the press, the pulpit, and the ballot box." Indeed, so pervasive had the invidious influence of the secret organization become that Phelps claimed "it is impossible to accomplish a reform without abolishing masonry. Masonry is the standing army of the Invisible Empire; and it stands bolder and stronger today than ever before. It is much more dangerous to our liberties than slavery ever was."

Phelps' opposition to the threat of Masonry grew to such proportions that he broke with a life-long tradition of non-involvement in politics in order to counteract its influence. During the 1870s the general became the prime mover in the establishment and perpetuation of a local Antimasonic Society in Windham County, Vermont. Ignored by local and state politicians, the Society could not generate sufficient support for its efforts, and by the close of the decade the organization dissolved, with Phelps noting in the Society's last set of minutes that "so little interest is manifested in our meetings, that none was called this year." At this juncture Phelps received one final opportunity to act on his anti-Masonic beliefs when he won in 1880 the nomination of the National Christian Association as the presidential candidate of the American Party. An insignificant political movement even by third-party standards, the American Party emanated from the efforts of a small group of Protestant clerics opposed to the menace of secret societies. Nominated primarily because of his brief bout with public notoriety during the Civil War, Phelps found himself ignored by the American press and public, a fact attested to by his grand total of 707 popular votes in the national election. Phelps' pathetic electoral showing reflected his state of mind. "My opposition to Masonry has left me almost alone in the world," he lamented shortly before the election. "To feel that one is engaged in a work of the first importance to the interests of mankind, and yet to have mankind either hating your or ig-
norant entirely of your work and character, is about as desolate a state of existence as it would be if cast adrift at sea upon a plank."65

In 1885 at the age of 72, John Phelps died, disillusioned to the end with the drift of American history.66 Phelps' deep-rooted conservatism had led to extreme reactions against the process of social-economic change which swept American society during the mid-nineteenth century. Indeed, Phelps' scapegoating of groups ranging from immigrants to Mormons to slaveholders to Masons provides a prime example of what Richard Hofstadter has labelled "the paranoid style of American politics," and his life provides a clear, albeit extreme, example of the pressures which modernity came to exert upon Americans, and the varied reactions which Americans manifested in working out their fears and anxieties.

Sad as Phelps' final years may have been, his career does provide a demonstration of the conservative roots of nineteenth century reform. Phelps' New England background, firmly based in Puritan theology and Federalist orthodoxy, paralleled the personal history of many of the leading lights of the abolitionist movement. Similar to William Lloyd Garrison and others, Phelps' conservative predilections led him to identify slavery as the cause of many of the nation's social ills. Phelps parted company with Garrison, Wendell Phillips, and other New England abolitionists in his inability to accept the drift of antebellum reform toward the notions of anti-institutionalism and the perfectability of man. Phelps, rather, continued to cling to a world view stressing order, harmony, and organic unity, a view increasingly at odds with the dynamics of nineteenth century America.

John Phelps' conservative roots also provide a link between the anti-slavery movement and many of the other national reform movements prior to the Civil War. A firm proponent of temperance, nativism, sabbatarianism, anti-Masonry, and African colonization, Phelps' involvement in all these efforts emanated from the conservative soil of southeastern Vermont and had as its ultimate goal the protection of a republican society from the baleful influence of slaveowners, immigrants, Masons, and others who threatened what he regarded as the foundations of the virtuous republic. In this regard Phelps' views were prototypical of a major strain of nineteenth century American thought. Phelps differed from many Americans, not in his basic conservative inclinations, but rather in the consistency with which he adhered to these views and the intensity with which he felt his beliefs conflicted with the course of the nation's development. Unable to effect an intellectual compromise with the forces of democratic capitalism, Phelps persevered in his conservative reform efforts long after most Americans had despaired of making significant social change. Prejudiced and paranoid as the man may have been, John Wolcott
Phelps deserves the recognition of the historical community as an exemplar of the persistence of a conservative mode of thought during the mid-nineteenth century.
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